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Editor’s letter

W

elcome to today’s
ICT for Education
conference and
exhibition, an event that I hope
will inform and inspire your
teaching of computing and use of
ICT across the curriculum.
The conference will be led
by Miles Berry, principal lecturer
in computing education at the
University of Roehampton.
Miles will explore how pupils’
problem solving strategies in
computing develop from their
first use of digital technology in
EYFS through the development
of computational thinking and
coding skills in the computing
national curriculum and on
to tackling complex and
open-ended challenges
at GCSE or A Level.
Our guest speaker is Andy
Hutt, an independent educational
ICT consultant, who returns to
Brighton with an informative
and entertaining session
covering the challenges and
opportunities of the internet.
Joining Miles and Andy are
Simone Martorina, business
manager for visual instruments
at Epson UK, who will discuss
‘cheap seats’ in the classroom;
and Katy Teague, head of
computer science and social
media, Grey Court School, who
will present how the school, as
part of a multi academy trust, has
transitioned to Google Classroom.

There will also be
presentations by Jody Carter,
computing leader at GLF
schools, who will consider the
practicalities of e-safety; and
Patrick McGrath, education
technology specialist at Texthelp,
who will consider the use of
technology to engage, inspire
and motivate every pupil by
designing learning experiences
that are flexible and personal.
Then there is ICT Reviews
Live!, an independent product
review session that will put
suppliers to the test and give
you real insight into their product
capabilities. And don’t miss the
exhibition hall, where you can
explore products and services
suitable for your school.
The refreshments are on us
today, so do take a break and
have a chat with colleagues,
speakers and suppliers.
I hope this brochure
will help you navigate the
conference and maximise
your time. Have a great day!

Best Regards,

Sarah Underwood Editor,

ICT for Education

National Conference Programme 2019

Reading 10 May 2019
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Sarah Underwood, editor,
ICT for Education

Progression in problem solving
Miles Berry, principal lecturer,
computing education,
University of Roehampton

‘Cheap seats’ in the classroom
Simone Martorina, business manager
for visual instruments, Epson UK

Transitioning a multi academy
trust to Google Classroom
Katy Teague, head of computer
science and social media,
Grey Court School

ICT Reviews Live!
ICT for Education product
reviews team

Miles will explore how pupils’ problem solving strategies in computing develop from their first
use of digital technology in EYFS through the development of computational thinking and
coding skills in the computing national curriculum and on to tackling complex and openended challenges at GCSE or A Level. He will provide some practical examples of problems
pupils might solve, and detail strategies and techniques they can use as their confidence, think
computational thinking and coding skills develop.
A good education is vital for every child’s future, and every pupil is entitled to the same
learning experience. Much has changed in classrooms in recent years, affecting how lessons
are taught and how teachers keep students engaged as they become tech native from an
early age, and as external budget cuts continue to put pressure on schools and academies.
In this session, we will talk about the meaning of ‘cheap seats’ in the classroom and the
impacts they can have on schools across the UK.
Grey Court School is part of the Every Child Every Day Multi Academy Trust and this academic
year has transitioned, as a trust, to Google Classroom. This presentation will explore the successes
and drawbacks of the school’s previous use of virtual learning environments (VLEs) and the
implementation process from conception to reality of Google Classroom. It will also discuss the
impact on teaching and learning of the change and provide an overview of Google Tools.
An independent product review session that will put products to the test and give you real
insight into their capabilities. ICT Reviews Live! will be led by the ICT for Education reviews
team. Watch the reviews, comment on product content, consider underlying technologies,
discuss ease of use and share your opinions on how you would like suppliers to develop
products and services to meet the needs of teachers and schools.

Coffee
E-safety: resilience, reporting
and resources
Jody Carter, computing
leader, GLF schools

Engage, Include and Challenge:
designing learning strategies
Patrick McGrath, education
technology specialist, Texthelp

In this session, Jody will break down e-safety into three areas: resilience, reporting and
resources. He will look at practical examples of how to use technology to build resilience
in such a connected world, policies you need in schools and what to do if there is a
safeguarding issue, and resources you can use in the classroom.
Join us to explore how we can use technology to engage, inspire and motivate every pupil
by designing learning experiences that are flexible and personal. EAL pupils, those who need
extra support, those with individual needs and those we want to challenge — our classrooms
are full of a wide range of students with diverse needs. We’ll explore a practical approach
and framework to design learning experiences that can help us leverage technology to
engage, include and challenge the breadth of pupils we all see every day.

Lunch
The internet: challenges
and opportunities
Guest speaker: Andy Hutt,
educational ICT consultant

Close
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Andy returns to ICT for Education 2019 with another entertaining and helpful presentation.
This year his theme is the internet, the dominant cultural force of our time that commands
increasing amounts of young people’s time and attention. Andy will look at tools and
resources that can help teachers save time and cost, and help teachers guide young people
as they learn and develop in the increasingly distracting internet world.

Exhibitors

Exhibitor Profiles
Stand 1: Atomwide
Atomwide have 30 years’ experience
providing technology solutions for UK
schools. Products and services include
connectivity, networking, VoIP, WiFi,
CCTV, web filtering, email filtering, cloud
integrations, IT support, audio visual, online
cashless payments and more.
Visit our stand to find out how our
technology solutions can be bundled
together to help your school save money
and make things easier. We’ll also be
joined by our partners at InVentry, to
demonstrate their industry-leading visitor
sign in solution.

Mathseeds has been created specifically
for the needs of early maths learners. It
contains hundreds of highly interactive,
sequential activities for children to
complete at their own pace, helping pupils
to build their critical thinking and problemsolving skills.
Gooseberry Planet offers a fresh, engaging
and innovative approach to teaching
e-safety in primary schools using a gamebased learning approach.
w: www.3plearning.com
t: 0117 370 1578
e: support@3plearning.co.uk

Stand 3: Getech
Getech — Google Premier Partner for
Education are delighted to be supporting
the ICT for Education Events in 2019.

Stand 2: 3P Learning
3P Learning is a global leader in online
education with award-winning digital
resources used by thousands of schools
across the world.
Mathletics is a captivating digital maths
resource, proven to significantly increase
levels of student engagement, confidence
and motivation and to improve attainment
in maths from KS1 to KS4. Mathletics
supports and caters to each teacher’s
unique blend of student-driven learning
and teacher-led instruction.
Spellodrome helps children to develop
their spelling, writing and communication
skills. It offers curriculum aligned,
customisable word lists and worksheets
focusing on spelling, grammar and
punctuation.
Reading Eggs helps children learn how
to read and develop a love of reading.
With an extensive range of phonics and
comprehension lessons and eBooks,
Reading Eggs provides everything needed
to nurture high literacy standards.

Understanding what your school wants
from its IT is where any decision process
should start. As a Premier Partner of Google,
Getech are experts in Chrome, G Suite and
Chromebooks and believe that time spent
defining the teaching and learning objectives
are key to the success of any deployment.
The journey to a technology-rich
classroom has many facets: schools must
build consensus on WHY, chart plans
regarding HOW before making appropriate
decisions on WHAT.
Getech can help schools in this key
area by providing expertise in the use
of technology in education across all
key stage learning levels to ensure clear
objectives are defined.
Getech offer consultancy and training in all
areas of GSuite and provide market leading
pricing on Chromebooks.
If you are interested in financing or
parental contribution schemes come and
learn more about Equal IT, a cost effective
way of increasing the technology in your
school. We look forward to meeting you.
Contact details:
e: team@getecheducation.com
t: 01473 243437.

Stand 4: PowerGistics UK
Introducing PowerGistics UK
Revolutionary Design, Evolutionary Device
Charging Towers with Lifetime Warranty.
PowerGistics has created the ideal solution
for free standing and wall mounted charging
stations for education. The revolutionary
design saves space in your classroom and is
available in the UK in three options, Tower8,
Tower12 and Tower16, so each classroom
can charge up to 16 Chromebook, tablet or
iPad devices at a time.
No longer will teachers struggle with
tangled cables or be found crawling into
a charging trolley to retrieve devices as
our unique cable management system
provides a no-tangle solution which
includes a pinch-point design to secure
individual power cables. This solution
offers 100% student managed deployment
and split deployment of devices to ensure
maximum teaching time in the classroom.
Teachers and staff appreciate how easy it
is to visually inventory and check charging
status from across the room, even when
the PowerGistics Tower Door is locked.
Students love the colours, teachers and IT
Managers love the robust, steel chassis and
Lifetime Warranty and competitive pricing.
PowerGistics will be giving away a Tower at
the ICT for Education conference so please
come and visit our stand for further details.
Please contact Debbie Preece on
07840 050879 or debbie@powergisitcs
if you would like to arrange a school
demonstration visit, or trial or to discuss
the product in more detail.

ICT
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Mathletics is an award-winning digital maths resource
created by educational experts, specifically designed for
personalised, blended teaching and learning.
With a vast range of curriculumaligned learning resources and the
Multiverse times tables challenge,
children have all the tools they need
to become successful learners.
Instant feedback, automated reports
and easy customisation and ‘Assign’
functionalities allow teachers to plan
ahead.
Mathletics’ flexible content makes
it the perfect companion for your
classroom!
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Mathletics supports the White
Rose Maths Scheme of Learning

International Digital
Education Resource

Best Paid for App/
Software Product

Primary Resource/ Equipment
Supplier of the Year

Secondary and Higher Education
Resource/ Equipment Supplier

Find out more about our resources and try for free at 3plearning.com

Exhibitors

Exhibitor Profiles

Stand 5: CareMonkey
CareMonkey automates school and multi
academy trust processes; eliminating
paperwork and saving time and money
with award-winning features:
 Online parent consent forms &
payments, with automated notifications
and reminders.
 Parent managed medical data
automatically copied to SIMS.
 Online staff forms & trip approval
processes.
 Staff mobile app with offline access to
medical & trip data.
 Group messaging via text, email & push
notifications.
There’s no paper, better engagement, and
less work for schools, teacher and parents.
CareMonkey for Multi-Academy Trusts
adds a management layer above each of
your schools using CareMonkey. From the
top of the hierarchy, you can manage trust
wide forms, templates, communication
and approval processes. From the same
interface, you can drill down into any of
your schools to manage or monitor school
specific processes and communication.
To see how your school or MAT could
automate processes, save time and money,
and create a happier parent and staff
community, please visit:
www.caremonkey.co.uk
to view demo videos, customer
testimonials and product information.

ICT
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Stand 6: AVer
AVer is IMPROVING EDUCATION ONE
CLASSROOM AT A TIME with our
visualisers, charge & sync trolleys!
Who are we? With over 20 years of
research, development and manufacturing
excellence, AVer is a proud recipient of
numerous international designs, innovations,
awards centered on exceptional product
usability, reliability and customer satisfaction.
The company has operations in four
separate continents with 15 international
offices serving over 100 countries through
700 employees worldwide.
What do we offer? AVer’s Classroom
Technology aims to make every classroom
a future classroom and brings schools the
Total Education Solution with the latest and
best in classroom technology. With products
and solutions deployed in over 500,000
classrooms globally, AVer aims to integrate
collaboration at every level in the classroom.
As a global leader in Visualisers, AVer
provides a wide range of document
cameras such as Mechanical Arm, Flexible
Arm, USB, and Wireless. To complete the
classroom solution, AVer Charge and Sync
Trolleys and Cabinets make sure that devices
in the classroom are always fully charged
and ready to be used at a moment’s notice.
While the charging cabinet supports up to 12
devices, trolleys supports 20 to 36 devices
including tablets, Chromebooks, and laptops
up to 15” inch screen.
Contact Us:
AVer Information Europe B.V.
Lewis Eastwood — Channel Sales Manager,
UK & Nordics.
e: Lewis.Eastwood@aver.com
Rene Buhay — V
 P Sales & Mktg,
EMEA & APAC.
e: Rene.Buhay@aver.com
w: www.avereurope.com

Stand 7: Hardware Associates Ltd
Refurbished computers are essential to
saving money on your IT infrastructure and
give access to top of the range desktops
and laptops for considerably less, when
compared to new prices.
We’re proud to deliver outstanding A
grade refurbished and remanufactured IT
hardware, supplying major brands including
Dell, Apple and HP.
For over 20 years we’ve helped the UK
education sector reduce expenditure by
offering a more affordable option to their IT
needs for PCs, Laptops, peripherals and spares.
Our IT hardware is refurbished to a
high standard and offers both VFM and
affordability without compromising on
specification and quality.
All hardware is rigorously tested, and our
020 quality assurance process ensures
reliability and longevity, each tested PC,
laptop and tablet come with a minimum
twelve-month warranty and currently our
returns are less than 1%.
We are supplying refurbished and
remanufactured PCs, laptops and tablets
to over 500 schools throughout the UK,
many of whom have purchased based on
a recommendation.
Discover how we refurbish our computers
& laptops and what you can expect from
our products at:
https://www.hardwarespares.com/whychoose-us/warranties.
If you would like to read how are
refurbished IT is saving the education
sector thousands of pounds visit our
testimonials page at:
https://www.hardwarespares.com/whychoose-us/testimonials.

Exhibitors

Exhibitor Profiles
Stands 8 & 9: Crusader Limited
As the new home of the Hills product line,
Crusader offers reliable and long-lasting
equipment for schools such as keyboards,
mice, as well as the iconic unbreakable
headphones.
At Crusader we provide a complete design,
supply, install and training service for
IT & Audio Visual equipment, including
Interactive Panels, classroom accessories.
We also offer digital sign-in & guest
management systems for all types of
Public Sector organisations. Our solutions
are in use right-now in offices, classrooms
and meeting rooms all across the UK.
Our history working with the Public Sector
is a long and successful one. We have
been trusted partners within the education
sector for over thirty years, and earn
repeat business and recommendations
based on our track record of working
within deadlines and to budgets.
As a family business, Crusader aims to be
as engaging as possible with our customers,
ensuring that you are kept in the loop
about your business. Offering on-site
demos and equipment loaning including
compliant operating leases, we have every
solution available to match your needs.
We have achieved top seller status from all
the major brands in the AV sector, which
means we can guarantee the best prices
for our products and services.
Our professional team of in-house install
engineers are certified and accredited
installers of Promethean, SMART, Ruckus,
iboss, iiyama and ViewSonic (hardware
and software). Our engineers are DBS
checked (Disclosure and Barring Service —
formally CRB checks) and CSCS certified
(Construction Skills Certification Scheme).
“Right from the beginning of the process
Crusader were very helpful, efficient and
professional. It’s really good to have a
contact at a company that actually replies
to your emails and phone calls!” Helena
Nicholson, Bracken Lane Primary School.

Stand 10: 2Simple Software
2Simple has been making powerful and
creative educational software for primary
schools for over 15 years and won over
40 industry awards. Our head office is in
the UK but 2Simple software is used in
classrooms around the world.
Our popular programs include:

Stand 11: Raspberry Pi Foundation

Purple Mash: Our ever-growing website
designed for primary schools filled with
creative tools, games and curriculum
resources for primary schools. The
software includes several resources to
help teach the computing curriculum, such
as a full scheme of work and lesson plans,
a computing assessment tool and a toolkit
for computing leaders. There are also
video guides and tutorials at every step.

At CodeClub, we think all children should
have the opportunity to learn to code, no
matter who they are or where they come
from. We work with a global community of
volunteers, educators, and partners to run
free coding clubs where 9 to 13-year-olds
build and share their ideas.

Our multi-award-winning app 2Build
a Profile, which makes recording and
managing lesson observations simple;

We believe in learning through making, and
our coding projects offer young people
plenty of opportunities to be creative.

Serial Mash: Our growing online library of
guided reading books for ages 5 – 11.
Mini Mash: The fun, visual learning
experience for younger learners (ages 2 – 5).
Contact: Ian Allgar
e: Ian@2simple.com
t: 07969 796 517.

May 2019

Jun 2019

10

28

Reading

Merseyside

REGISTER FOR FREE
ictforeducation.co.uk

What we do

We provide free resources and support
Our projects are free, easy-to-follow, stepby-step guides that young people use to
make their own games, animations, and
websites with coding languages such as
Scratch, HTML/CSS, and Python.
The projects introduce coding concepts
one by one and let young people
progressively build their knowledge.
Adults running the clubs don’t need to be
experienced coders, and many volunteers
in our community enjoy learning alongside
their club members.
We provide help and support to clubs
and volunteers through online training,
community events, and a help desk.
We also offer lots of additional useful
resources, such as downloadable
certificates and posters, and we regularly
run competitions and prize draws to keep
our clubs inspired and connected.
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Automate
your school
processes
GO PAPERLESS

SAVE TIME

SAVE MONEY

REDUCE RISK

CareMonkey turns your paperwork pain into online productivity.
Create and collect forms faster.
Streamline excursions, camps and ﬁeld trips.
Be better prepared and ensure staﬀ know exactly what to do, who to call,
and what to tell paramedics in an emergency.
Why does everyone love CareMonkey?
SCHOOL
ADMINS

HEAD TEACHER
/ DEPUTIES

TEACHERS

SCHOOL
NURSES

Eliminate the time and
hassle of creating and

Deliver a better duty of
care, streamline

Be prepared for
emergencies with

Keep medical
records up-to-date.

eForms sent directly to
parents, rather than via

collecting school
forms from parents
and staﬀ.

compliance and training
and save time and
money.

instant access to
emergency contacts
and medical conditions even oﬄine.

Collect medical
action plans.

school bags. Keep track of all
your school forms and
school events.

www.caremonkey.co.uk

PARENTS

Exhibitors

Exhibitor Profiles
Stand 12: AVerMedia

Stand 14: Securus Software Ltd

Stand 15: Epson UK Ltd

Established in 1990, AVerMedia
Technologies has focused on developing
education technologies which helped
countless students and educators better
engage and interact in classes.

Securus, the market leader in online
monitoring solutions within education, has
been keeping children safe online for over
16 years!

About Epson: Epson is a global technology
leader dedicated to connecting people,
things and information with its original
efficient, compact and precision
technologies. With a lineup that ranges
from inkjet printers and digital printing
systems to 3LCD projectors, watches and
industrial robots, the company is focused
on driving innovations and exceeding
customer expectations in inkjet, visual
communications, wearables and robotics.

From the first PC-to-TV converter for
classrooms, to document cameras that
magnifies learning materials, AVerMedia
has successfully brought curriculum to life.
AVerMedia’s core competency resides in its
curriculum augmentation, distribution and
streaming technologies, and affordable yet
powerful classroom products.
Today, AVerMedia is renewing its focus
on education, bringing solutions that
improve learning, foster one-to-one
flipped classrooms, provide easy content
streaming, and enhance features and
flexibility to existing technologies.
For more information please refer to:
ukcontact@avermedia.com

Stand 13: Samsung
Samsung inspires the world and shapes
the future with transformative ideas and
technologies. The company is redefining
the worlds of TVs, smartphones, wearable
devices, tablets, digital appliances, network
systems, and memory, system LSI, foundry
and LED solutions. For the latest news,
please visit the Samsung Newsroom at
https://www.samsung.com/uk/business/
display-solutions/all-display-solutions/

ICT
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Our latest solutions offer protection
by monitoring inappropriate activity
taking place across the whole school
network. This ensures compliance with
the legal duty and statutory guidance
on safeguarding children as laid out by
the Department for Education’s ‘Keeping
Children Safe in Education’ and the Home
Office’s ‘Prevent Duty’. This is also a key
area of focus for the inspections carried
out by both Ofsted and the Independent
Schools Inspectorate (ISI).
Our core solutions, Securus XT & Securus
NET offer full coverage of all devices
including support for your school BYOD
policy. Additionally, if time and resources
are an issue, we can provide an Assisted
Monitoring Service where a team of
experts review captures on your behalf
and alert you to any urgent or potential
risks and can also offer support resolving
safeguarding incidents.
Once an instance of potential risk has been
detected on a user’s device a screenshot, a
‘capture’, is instantly created and stored for
review by the designated members of staff.
The highly intuitive Securus cloud portal
has been designed to ensure that ‘captures’
suggesting potential risk or problematic
online activity are rapidly identified and staff
alerted immediately so they can respond,
safeguard and educate accordingly.
Securus is a member of both the UK
Council for Child Internet Safety (UKCCIS)
and the IWF (Internet Watch Foundation)
and is accredited under the UK Safer
Internet Centre self-certification scheme.
Securus Software Ltd
Bernard Snowe
t: 0330 124 1750
e: Bernard.snowe@securus-software.com
w: www.securus-software.com

Led by the Japan-based Seiko Epson
Corporation, the Epson Group comprises
more than 76,000 employees in 87
companies around the world, and is proud
of its contributions to the communities in
which it operates and its ongoing efforts to
reduce environmental impacts.
w: www.global.epson.com
About Epson Europe: Epson Europe
B.V., based in Amsterdam, is the Group’s
regional headquarters for Europe, MiddleEast, Russia, and Africa. With a workforce of
1,830 employees, Epson Europe’s sales for
fiscal year 2017 were 1.7 billion Euros.
w: http://www.epson.eu
Environmental Vision 2050.
Contact: Jason Walcott
e: Jason.Walcott@epson.eu
t: +447818015743
http://eco.epson.com/

ICT for Education
2019 Conference Dates
Reading 10 May
Merseyside 28 June
Newcastle 20 September
Manchester 18 October

Exhibitors

Exhibitor Profiles
Stand 16: 3 Step IT (UK) Ltd
3 Step IT is the leading provider of
sustainable IT lifecycle management, with
over 4000 customers and 2,000,000 assets
managed globally. We enable organisations
to acquire, manage and dispose of
technology — simply and sustainably.
With local support up and down the
country, we’re here to help you reduce
your total cost of ownership, manage your
IT estate more efficiently, take control of
information security or adopt the best IT
refresh strategy.
Benefits of working with us:
 Procurement made simple —
Transparent, flexible financing you
control, with the agility to upgrade
technology easily.
 Manage IT assets more effectively – our
platform gives you a single view of
your entire IT estate to minimise your
administrative burden.
 Simple and secure IT collection and
disposal to can meet the strictest data
requirements.
We also provide an IT purchasing service,
allowing you to unlock cash value in your
old IT equipment. Send us an inventory
and we will assess the value, data erase
the device and pay you.
Our clients say it best: “For the Head of IT, it
makes my job much easier” David Hymers,
Wedlake Bell.
w: https://youtu.be/qdTsnLS2q2w

Stand 17: Texthelp
At Texthelp, our mission is to help
everyone understand and be understood.

Our flagship product, Read&Write provides
a comprehensive set of features to
increase levels of reading, writing and
comprehension. EquatIO makes maths
digital — transforming mathematics
and STEM subjects into a richer, more
rewarding experience for students and
teachers. Working as toolbars, and in
use by over 20 million users worldwide,
Texthelp products integrate seamlessly into
G Suite for Education, Microsoft Word, the
web and mobile.

Stand 18: MakerBot
MakerBot is a global leader in desktop 3D
printing, setting the standard in reliability
and ease-of-use by providing effective
solutions for every stage of the desktop
3D printing process firsts. The current
generation of 3D printers Method, Replicator
Z18 and Replicator + Desktop set the
standard for professional desktop 3D printing.
SHINING 3D continues its lead in 3D scanning
technology with the next generation of
hand-held 3D scanners the EinScan Pro
2X and the 2X Plus. The multifunctional
scanners have a wealth of new hardware
features and a new version of the EXSCAN
Pro software with an enhanced user
interface to enable rapid access to the
new capabilities of the scanners creating a
seamless solution of “3D scan — design &
simulate — additive manufacturing”.
MakerBot, SHINING 3D and ArtSystems
are partnered in the UK to create and
support a network of dedicated resellers
through specific educational programmes
such as the Educators Gateway that helps
educators to introduce 3D printing and
scanning into their teaching.
Visit us and find out how MakerBot can
help across your whole curriculum with
first class support and advice at every
stage.
e: marketing@artsystems.co.uk
t: 0115 9380 380
w: www.artsystems.co.uk

Stand 19: JSPC Computer Services
JSPC Computer Services are specialists
in schools ICT and IT support, providing
a complete service to primary and
secondary schools across the South
East. The team’s extensive expertise and
tailored approach to ICT support ensures a
seamless IT service across a broad range
of requirements. JSPC have a proven
track record of successful IT project
implementation and support, and are
acknowledged as one of the most costeffective providers of ICT support services
for schools across Sussex.
Every JSPC technician is fully insured,
DBS checked and experienced in
educational operations. Our service
desk is on hand to deal with enquiries
remotely and technicians regularly visit
schools to provide additional support
and maintenance as well as providing
an insight into the latest technical
requirements and opportunities for schools.
JSPC provides a wealth of ICT services for
schools, including hardware and software
implementation; networking and IT
infrastructure and fast, reliable and secure
broadband with filtering tools designed
especially for schools.
Find out more about how JSPC can help
you transform the ICT at your school.
t: 01903 767 122
e: info@jspc.co.uk
w:. www.jspc.co.uk

ICT
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We provide a range of software tools to
support every level of student to succeed
and excel with Literacy and STEM subjects.
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MindView is based on the proven
mind mapping theory and enhances
creativity, clarifies thinking and improves
understanding of the subject.

Stand 20: Prowise
Prowise is a leading global company that
develops innovative, high quality and
reliable digital education solutions. Our
touchscreens, personal devices, lift systems
and user-friendly Presenter and Central
software allows us to make learning and
collaboration more accessible, effective
and enjoyable. To date more than 20.000
schools and 450.000 teachers in 21 different
countries make use of the solutions of
Prowise.
e: info@prowise.com
t: +44 (0) 84 55 28 12 70

Build the mind map up yourself or choose
from a variety of ready-to-use templates,
wizards and professional clipart to
improve your layout. Once your ideas are
complete and organized then Export the
completed mind map to Microsoft® Word
or PowerPoint. You can even generate
timelines and project plans.

Stand 22: Orbis
Orbis is a partnership between Brighton
and Hove City Council and East Sussex
and Surrey County Councils. We offer a
full range of not for profit Schools ICT
Services.

Stand 21: W
 yvern Business
Systems & MatchWare
Wyvern Business Systems is an industry
leading IT provider, boasting one of the
largest teams of dedicated Engineers,
Specialist Technicians and fully qualified
Assistive Software Trainers in the UK.

We understand the needs and
requirements of the education sector.
Across our partnership, we provide IT &
Digital Services to over 500 schools and
academies throughout the South East
of England. Our shared passion is the
development and provision of ICT services
tailored to meet the needs of your school.
Our services include:

We offer a complete range of IT services
and solutions to help improve efficiency,
increase productivity and reduce costs.
We are also the UK’s leading DSA
Approved provider of assistive technology
& training solutions. Our latest service,
iView Learning covers an ever-expanding
range of Assistive Technology. iView
Learning covers all of the popular
programs and offers an extensive library of
content covering the Microsoft Office suite,
and more recently G Suite.
MindView education mind mapping
software is a comprehensive visual
learning tool designed to help you develop
and present your ideas visually and then
export into several different formats (Word,
PowerPoint, Excel, etc.).
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 Remote and on-site ICT support tailored
to the requirements of your school.
 High speed, highly secure broadband
and communications services with built
in filtering that helps you to meet the
requirements outlined in the “Keeping
Children Safe in Education” guidance.
 Full MIS support backed by a wide
range of training and consultancy
services. We are a Capita SIMS
accredited support provider.
 Hardware and software catalogues.
 Consultancy services and strategic
advice.
 Off-site, secured data backup.
 Support for Academy conversion.
 Regular customer management
meetings to help you keep moving your
school forward.

We pride ourselves in providing first class
customer support combined with efficient
and flexible services.
Please contact us on 01323 463133 or by
email at itd@orbis.services

Stand 23: Discovery Education
Discovery Education Espresso is a
cross-curricular learning service for
teachers and pupils covering Foundation
to Key Stage 2. Containing over 23,000
digital resources, including short videos,
interactive games, printable resources
and more, Espresso supports delivery
of the National Curriculum with flexible
resources supporting any teaching style.
Resources are curated into modules
supporting specific objectives and include
point-of use teacher support. The Espresso
News area, a BETT 2019 finalist, delivers
age-appropriate news features helping
pupils understand the world they live in
and makes connections to what they are
learning in the classroom. Multiple tools
enable users to search by curriculum
objective, subject or resource type
ensuring that all educators and pupils are
able to use Espresso to its fullest potential.
Discovery Education Coding: With a focus
on computational thinking and problem
solving, Discovery Education Coding (Key
Stage 1 and 2), contains over 100 step-bystep lessons for Block Coding, HTML and
Python. Resources are grouped into units
that scaffold learning by guiding users
from beginners to creating their own apps.
Teacher resources and comprehensive
lesson plans ensure educators are fully
supported so whether they’re a Coding
novice or a Coding guru they’ll confidently
deliver the National Curriculum coding
objectives in a fun and engaging way.
t: +44 (0)800 6 527 527
e: discoveryeducationuk@discovery.com
w: www.discoveryeducation.co.uk
Twitter: @DiscoveryEdUK
Facebook: Discovery Education UK
Instagram: @DiscoveryEdUK
LinkedIn: Discovery Education Uk

Exhibitors

Exhibitor Profiles
Stand 25: P
 rojector Lamps
for Schools
Stand 24: DoodleMaths
DoodleMaths is a maths programme that
builds the confidence of 4 – 14 year olds by
providing a personalised work programme
tailored to children’s individual strengths
and weaknesses. Using Proxima™, the same
award-winning technology that powers
DoodleEnglish, progression in primary maths
is guaranteed. With every question answered,
Proxima™ learns more about each child’s
understanding, building a work programme
to improve their ability and confidence.
Aimed to be used for just 10 minutes a
day, DoodleMaths is the perfect homework
tool for catching-up or getting ahead
in maths. Teachers can feel confident
that every child is receiving work at just
the right level for them. Teachers also
benefit from an online Teacher Dashboard
which enables them to view gap analysis,
individual progress and content covered.
From the dashboard, teachers can also
add specific content to the children’s work
programmes if they wish, DoodleMaths is
fully curriculum-aligned for KS1, KS2 and
KS3 and is available on all touch-screen
devices, laptops, LearnPads and desktop.
Also available using the same awardwinning technology: DoodleTables,
DoodleEnglish and DoodleSpell.
w: www.doodlemaths.co.uk
e: schoolsupport@doodlemaths.co.uk
t: 01225 220122

Projector Lamps For Schools are the
biggest supplier of replacement projector
lamps to the education sector in the UK.
We supply thousands of lamps each month
to customers throughout the UK.
As we produce our own high quality
projector lamps we are able to supply
lamps at around half the typical price
and we estimate we can save a typical
secondary school around £10,000 a year.
All lamps are covered by a 120 day noquibble guarantee and accept school
purchase orders.

TeachTech
TeachTech.xyz is a STEM focused supplier
into education. We concentrate solely
on quality products for the Science,
Technology, Engineering and Math
categories that are currently experiencing
a great level of focus from education
bodies around the world.
Our aim is to provide outstanding products
that support and enhance both teaching
and learning, for students of all ages and
abilities, through excellent resources and
inspirational learning platforms.
Using TeachTech.xyz means access to
the best products from across the STEM
categories, through a single, friendly
supplier at highly competitive prices.

ICT for Education Conference Programme
 Meet experts, inventors and
innovators.

 Discover new resources and
explore new ideas.

 Network with your peers
working in your region.

 Access free and affordable
resources to use back at school.

 Problem solve in practical
sessions and discussion groups.

 Educate yourself for the day
free of charge!
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Stand 26: TrouDigital
TrouDigital are a digital signage provider
working closely within the education
sector. They have a proven track record of
providing schools with a reliable cloudbased platform that makes inter-school
communication simple and effective.
Whether it be for announcements, news
or displaying student’s work, TrouDigital’s
drag and drop, plug and play solution
makes distributing school information
a quick and easy process. TrouDigital’s
platform can even integrate with web
pages and timetabling software, this means
that screens update automatically when
changes are made online.
From a single laptop or PC, staff can assign
content to screens in advance, to play at
specific times of the day, month or year.
This is great for schools who like to plan
for events and set regular reminders to
increase attendance.
TrouDigital use Android Media Players to
run their platform, these are exceptionally
stable and can work with virtually any
existing screens.
Digital signage is no longer an option that’s
reserved for schools with larger budgets.
TrouDigital offer a discount in education
and their software license fee starts at just
£15.00 per month.
For further information or if you have
an enquiry, please call TrouDigital on
0238 098 1110 and one of their team will be
happy to answer any questions.

SPECIAL EVENTS CALENDAR AT THE AMEX STADIUM
Enjoy these fantastic special celebration lunches through the year. £26.00 per adult, £13.00 for under
12’s and under 3’s eat free. Please note, full pre-payment is required for all of our special event lunches.

Mother’s Day
A great way to get the family together to say
‘Thanks Mum’. Every mother in the group gets
a glass of strawberry fizz on arrival included.

SUNDAY, 31 MARCH 2019

Easter Sunday
The kids in your party will love the yummy
chocolate treats they receive as part of the event,
when the family gets together to enjoy a special
Easter Sunday lunch.

SUNDAY, 21 APRIL 2019

Father’s Day
Let the Dad’s in your family relax and enjoy a
lunch out with a stunning view of the pitch!
Kicked off with a delicious pint of beer on
arrival included for each Dad in the group.

SUNDAY, 16 JUNE 2019

Contact the events team to book today:
01273 878272 | EVENTS@BHAFC.CO.UK

Exhibitors

Exhibitor Profiles
Stand 28: Counterpoint Ltd

Stand 27: defend digital me
defenddigitalme advocates for children’s
data privacy and digital rights, in response
to concerns from teachers, parents and
campaigners about increasingly invasive
uses of children’s information from
education in England. We support safe,
fair and transparent data, underpinned by
strong legal and regulatory frameworks,
and in promotion of the UN Convention on
the Rights of the Child.

For over 30 years Counterpoint have been
making tech talk so that schools can focus
on what they do best. We are for the Mac
users and creatives who need to focus
on their job rather than on making their
technology work.
Counterpoint are an expert in Apple
Device Management and Apple Integration,
working with schools and businesses
since 1989. We aim to achieve maximum
productivity for schools, seamlessly solving
any Mac challenges you may have.
e: solutions@counterpoint.co.uk
t: 01903 538 844

In 2018 defenddigitalme published:
The State of Data 2018 Report:
Lessons for Policy Makers
on children’s privacy and data protection
in state education, with a view to the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).
Our 2019 report out soon, maps a child’s
digital footprint across their lifetime in the
commercial and state data landscape of
education.
See our website to take part in our London
Data Protection and Privacy event this
summer.
Why does the Department for Education
give away 23+ million children’s identifiable
data from the National Pupil Database? Is
your school handing out children’s data to
commercial apps and platforms in unsafe
ways? How to tell families what, where,
how and why personal data are processed
by companies and the State. What does
the law say on Subject Access Requests
and what it means for you, Records
Management, and more.
w: http://defenddigitalme.com
Twitter: @defenddigitalme
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for Education

Trusted by Teachers

Organiser: ICT for Education
ICT for Education is a unique and
independent source of information,
comment and creative thinking on the
use of ICT in primary and secondary
schools. The brand includes a conference
programme that will visit eight regions
this year, online buyer’s guides and BETT
newsletters. The ICT for Education website
hosts the buyer’s guides and features
reviews, links to partner sites and details of
forthcoming events.

The aim of ICT for Education is to support
education professionals using ICT in
the classroom, school and community
to improve education standards. Its
community includes headteachers,
teachers, ICT leaders, ICT coordinators,
business managers, regional education
leaders, CPD experts, members of
education sector associations and
independent education specialists.
Visit www.ictforeducation.co.uk
and follow us on Twitter at
@ICTforEducation #ICTLiveuk

Registration Sponsor: InVentry
InVentry is a pioneer of sign in and visitor
management systems and are now trusted
by more than 5,000 organisations in the UK.
InVentry transforms the efficiency of entry
into a building and provides secure digital
data on every entry or exit.
InVentry continuously develop products
inhouse that provide simple smart solutions
to site security and tracking without
compromising on the reliability and stability
that their customers demand of a front of
house, mission critical system.
InVentry’s simple visual interface engages
users instantly and is packed full of useful
features such as signing in late students
and staff, running an evacuation from your
phone and managing all your DBS checks
in one location.
Every week 6.8 million users of the
InVentry system are greeted by a
professional welcome and left with a
lasting impression, creating an unparalleled
brand experience and providing accurate
digital data on who is in their building.
InVentry speeds up the signing in process,
keeps identity information secure, and
leaves schools feeling confident that their
students are safe.
To find out more please visit
www.inventry.co.uk
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Sustainable IT for education
Your one-stop shop for IT acquisition, management and disposal

